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SLIME RANGERS "Water Works" REVISED DRAFT Dean Stefan 7/21/14 

EXT. DYLAN’S BACKYARD/INT. TREEHOUSE HQ -DAY

It's a hot, hot day, SUN blazing down, as we push in on the 
treehouse, aka CLEAN HQ, and hear Dylan in VO...

DYLAN (OS)
Slime, earth's greatest enemy.

CUT TO INSIDE HQ - Dylan (all boy, a natural leader, lots of

bravado) filming himself on selfie video, as he “narrates.”

DYLAN (CONT’D)
I'm Dylan and along with my trusty 
Slime Rangers team, Amber, Ricky 
and Tracker we're on a mission to 
rid the earth of Slimees whenever 
and wherever they show up...

Ricky (slightly pudgy and nerdy, speaks in an adenoidal

voice) is wiping sweat from his forehead, due to the heat.

RICKY
Why are you talking about us like
we're not here? And why are you
filming yourself?

Tracker - the robot armadillo, “cultured” European accent, 
slightly effete, guzzles bubbly Shnitzel Soda, speaking 
between BURPS.

TRACKER
Gives Dylan an inflated sense of
<BURP> self. Classic narcissistic
<BURP> tendencies.

Dylan goes on with his video, still speaking to camera, shows 
pictures of each: Mucus Monster, Slime-apede, and the Fetid 
Ferret. (OR we just see “thought bubbles” images of each)

DYLAN
So far we've defeated three Slimees
this month: the Mucus Monster, the 
Slime-apede, and the dreaded Fetid 
Ferret!

Amber rolls her eyes then sticks her head in front of the  
camera, so we see her in Video Camera POV. She speaks 
pointedly. 
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AMBER
Hey, enough, okay? It's really hot 
out. As in poorly-ventilated-
treehouse hot.

RICKY
Yeah. I thought you called us here
for a mission.

Dylan puts down the camera and nods, seriously:

DYLAN
I did. A really important one! Our
mission today: go to the public
pool and chill out!

The others break out in big, relieved smiles. Dylan smiles 
his wiseass grin.

DYLAN (CONT’D)
Really had you guys going.

AMBER 
(Dry, sardonic) You’re such a card. 

EXT. PARK - SOON

Dressed for swimming, the Team heads into the park and the 
public pool, passing some leafy tree.

PARKS GUY, using binoculars, falls out of the tree. (A 
conspiracy nut, convinced of UFOs, Bigfoot & that Slimees are 
among us.)

PARKS GUY
Eyyyaaaaah...ooof

The kids react in surprise to his landing at their feet. He 
gets up, leans in close and accusatory.

PARKS GUY (CONT’D)
Who do you bunch think you’re
fooling. I know all about Slimees. 
I was abducted and...(frowns at the
memory) probed... back in ‘02.
(Narrows eyes, suspicious)
Strange events lately. Just in the
past month, crop circles in the
park made out of putrid sweat
socks, sinkholes filled with rotten
cheese.. And funnily enough, you
bunch always seem to be around when
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the weird stuff happens. And
there's only one explanation…

A quick worried whisper from Ricky to the team:

RICKY (SOTTO)
He knows we're Slimee fighters.

PARKS GUY
(triumphant “busting”)

--YOU are Slimees.

A beat. Dylan now gets a sly look. Amber and Ricky follow his 
lead, as Dylan 'cops to' the accusation:

DYLAN
Yes, you're right, we are. You
found us out. Busted.

They all go "fake-alien" on Parks Guy, take on zombified 
looks. Amber pulls a drippy red glob from her backpack or 
beach bag, chomps into what seems to be a “half-eaten heart”

AMBER
Zombie aliens... We feed on hearts
and brains... <scary gaze at Parks
Guy> ...but we need more…. more!

They all put arms straight out, zombie like, Tracker gets up 
on rear legs and does the same. Parks Guy freaks, starts to 
quickly back away, but then trips on a rock and falls. He 
looks back to see the kids laughing.

CLEAN TEAM
<laughing>

Amber takes a bite of what is now clearly a hunk of 
watermelon then spits out a pit, even as the kids continue 
on, heading for the pool. PUSH IN on Parks Guy, now more 
convinced than ever. As he speaks, a Opossum scoots past.

PARKS GUY
Only Slimees would pretend to be 
aliens to make me believe they're 
not Slimees. Perfect way to avoid 
suspicion. (to the puzzled  
Opossum)
But I see thru their crafty alien
ways. I’ll be keeping an eye on
them.

We hear a disembodied voice in VO (NOT heard by Parks Guy.)
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SKIDD MCLORD (VO) 
Yes, you do that. And I'm keeping
several eyes on them…

PAN to a couple of free-standing EYEBALLS in a tree (not 
attached to anything, like video cameras) then CUT TO…

INT. SLIMEE ALLIANCE HQ - SOMEWHERE IN SPACE

MATCHING SHOT of an eyeball cam POV, viewed on monitors. PULL 
BACK to SKIDD Skidd McLord watching monitors, the eyeballs on 
earth are his cameras. But then the Opossum in the tree comes 
along and gazes into one of the eyeballs then grabs it as the 
other eye cam and monitor see this.

SKIDD MCLORD
(scowls) Why that foul earth
rodent. Well, plenty more eyeballs
where that one came from, right
Dale?

REVEAL DALE, his Slimee lieutenant, who has many branchlike- 
limbs with eyeballs growing off them, but many are missing, 
like apples plucked off a tree.

DALE
(Miserable) Yes Skidd McLord. Aye, 
aye. I only have eyes for you.

Skidd McLord reaches and plunks an eyeball off of Dale who 
winces. Skidd McLord aims the eyeball at his own face, so we 
SEE his image in the monitor; it’s clear these eyeballs act 
as cameras. He mugs for the camera, chuckles. Dale, the 
hapless lieutenant, puts on a forced smile of obedience.

SKIDD MCLORD
I’m rather photogenic, am I not?

DALE
Oh yes. A true eyesore.

EXT. PARK - CONT.

The kids head for the pool -- but Dylan’s eyes shift, as he 
realizes (hears) something is following them…

WIDEN - A trash can “walking” behind. They stop, it stops. 
Silence. They go again. It goes again. We HEAR it moving. 
Dylan stops, narrows his eyes, whispers to the others.
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DYLAN
(sotto) We're being followed. Get
ready for a Slimee attack!

They turn, ready for battle. Amber gets into kung-fu 
position, Tracker gets into growling attack mode. Ricky looks 
awkward, but willing, with fists up. But they hear...

BILL (OS)
Stop, wait!

DYLAN
Stan?

The trash can opens its flap, as a necktie-wearing agent's 
head peers out. This is STAN (their MIB-like earth contact, 
the one that recruited them and always shows up in silly 
places-- trash can, mailbox, tree trunk.)

STAN
That’s Special Agent Stanley 
Watkins to you. A little respect 
for your superior, please.

DYLAN
Absolutely. You got it. What’s up, 
Stan?  

STAN
(Exasperated take, then..)
The Rangers have received intel 
that a Slimee has slipped through 
satellite defenses and is now on 
Earth... <eyes shift left & right> 
And very near.

Dylan proclaims as he salutes briskly:

DYLAN
We're on it!

(Speechifies)
The Slime Rangers never falters, 
never hesitates, is ready for 
immediate action, 24/7 … (adds) 
Soon as we take a quick dip in the 
pool.

STAN
(Frustrated) Fine, whatever. But 
get on it pronto.

CUT TO: Parks Guy has seen this thru binoculars - the kids 
speaking to the trash can.
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PARKS GUY
That must be their Slimee leader. 

Parks Guy tiptoes from behind the tree to behind another 
tree... not seeing as Stan slips away in the trash 
can,...(his feet protrude from the bottom) and we REVEAL a 
few feet away, a regular, similar-looking trash can.

Parks Guy, not having seen Stan exit, zips over, pokes his 
head in the regular trash can, as a SKATEBOARDER zooms by and 
accidentally knocks Parks Guy INTO the can….

PARKS GUY (PARTIAL OS) (CONT’D)
Okay Slimee leader, now I’ve--
Oof.... Hey!

A STROLLER-PUSHING MOM comes by, tosses dirty diapers into 
the can, as we hear Parks Guy struggle to get out of the can…

PARKS GUY (CONT’D)
(disgusted by the smell)
Ugggh... yuk. <struggles to get 
out>

Just as he almost gets out, an oblivious BICYCLIST races past 
and knocks him back in, and practically unconscious...

PARK GUY (PARTIAL OS)
<impact GRUNT>/<dazed moannnnn>

EXT. PUBLIC POOL -CONT.

As the SLIME RANGERS approach the pool area, Dylan takes 
command.

DYLAN
Okay team, a quick dip, then it's
time for duty.

Tracker, sniffing, as visible WAFT OF FUMES come past, and 
then they all react with revulsion.

TRACKER
<sniffs, then repulsed> 
Most unfortunate choice of words…

Just then, they see: SEVERAL POOL-GOERS in swim attire, rush 
out of the pool area holding their noses and WALLA-ING with 
disgust (include chubby middle-aged GUY, 2 big-sunglassed 
MATRONS, a 20-ish buff DUDE and finally a MOM with a 3 YEAR 
OLD, who’s pointing to the pool.
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POOL-GOERS (ON/OS) 
<disgusted, nauseated-by-stink 
WALLAS> 

3 YEAR OLD KID
Bad monster, mommy. I saw it!

MOM
What an imagination. But it
certainly does stink. Raw sewage or
something worse...

Dylan pulls out his video cam.

DYLAN
(Into video cam) Only kids, from
toddlers to young teens can see
Slimees. Adults cannot.

AMBER 
(Rolls eyes)  We know, oh great 
leader. 

As Dylan lowers the camera, the Team sees the roiling waters 
of the pool… noxious fumes make it hard to see much else.

DYLAN
Guys, the kid did see something.
The Slimee was here…

Ricky, seeing something, thru the fumes.

RICKY
Not WAS… is! I’m going in.
raises a nerdy finger
Don’t try to stop me.

The others shrug, no intention of stopping him. Ricky 
“bravely” dons swim goggles and leaps into the pool <SPLASH!> 
where he tackles a Dragon like creature… which turns out to 
be an inflated pool toy that <DEFLATES> upon his impact, 
sending Ricky shooting wildly around the slimey pool... until 
the deflating Inflatable Dragon hits the wall of the pool... 

...sending Ricky flying, so he lands at the feet of his Clean 
teammates.

RICKY (CONT’D)
Eyaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhh....ooof

Ricky gets up, covered in slime, <STINK WAFTING> off of 
him. Dylan and the others hold their noses in revulsion.
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DYLAN
(Holding nose) Fellow Slimee
fighters, this calls for immediate 
action!

EXT. DYLAN’S BACKYARD - SOON

Dylan and Amber with huge "weapons" peek out from behind a 
thick tree, or rise up into shot. It’s like Rambo.

AMBER
You sure there isn't any other way?  

DYLAN
(Grim) No. Let's do this.

We realize they’re in Dylan's backyard and start to let loose 
with what we now realize are SUPER SOAKERS.... the water  
blasting Ricky, who contorts, like he's riddled with bullets. 

I/C between blasters and Ricky getting soaked.

Water blasts stop. Slime drips off Ricky. Dylan nods 
approvingly, as he enters shot with the garden hose.

DYLAN (CONT’D)
Now for a final hose off.

But when Dylan squeezes the hose’s “trigger,” all that 
drips/oozes out is stinky slime.

DYLAN (CONT’D)
(Thinking) First the pool was 
slimey and now the hose... Weird. 

AMBER 
In case you hadn’t noticed, “weird” 
kinda comes with the job 
description. 

Tracker, using a PDA size DEVICE he carries around <or we see 
his POV robot-eye-grid digital data, ala Terminator> and does 
an analysis of some of the slime that's come off of Ricky:

TRACKER
Analysis of the slime residue
indicates we’re dealing with a 
Slimee race known as the Barfa-
gaggians...

PAN TO an EYEBALL cam on the roof of the house watching them, 
as we hear in VO: <<the Slime Rangers don't hear>>
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SKIDD MCLORD (VO)
Well played, Slime Rangers - but 
too little, too late.

INT. SLIMEE HQ - SPACE

Skidd McLord, again in front of the Monitors that show the 
POV of the eyeball camera. We SEE the Slime Rangers 
huddling...

SKIDD MCLORD
My slimy plan to slime the earth
is already in motion. While my
Barfagaggian’s first wave of stink
and slime weakens and confuses
them... I shall martial my forces
for all-out invasion! <evil cackles
that turn phlegmy>

He cackles until he chokes and hocks up a big ORANGE LOOGIE, 
which goes flying as his two LIEUTENANTS take cover or  
duck. It misses Dale, but hits a wall. <GLOP>. Nasty stuff.  

SKIDD MCLORD (CONT’D)
Oh, a nice one! It will make a 
delightful addition to my loogie
lamp! Dale?

Dale, trying to hide his disgust, uses some sort of tongs, or 
perhaps puts a “medical rubber glove” over the tip of one of 
his tree limbs & grabs and carries the loogie, at “arm’s 
length” as if it were nuclear waste... and deposits it in the 
“loogie lamp”, a lava lamp-like piece of decor, where loogies 
of various COLORS, shapes & sizes swirl around.    

DALE
(unenthused) Oh yes, a real keeper.

EXT. TOWN - SAME TIME

The Slime Rangers ride thru town on their bikes, doing recon…

DYLAN
We’ve got to locate that Slimee and 
figure out its plan... which has 
gotta be bigger than sliming up a 
hose and a swimming pool! 

AMBER 
Ya think? 
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MONTAGE: they see various things - 1) A MAN coming out of a 
Port-A-John as stink fumes and green gunk ooze out behind 
him. 2) A KID backs off in revulsion as  comes out of a park 
drinking fountain. 3) A CHERUB STATUE FOUNTAIN outside an 
office building - fetid liquid glops out of its mouth. 

AT SAME TIME - The Parks Guy, shaking off his daze, is 
halfway out of the trash can, when a GARBAGE TRUCK driven by 
a SURFER TYPE listening to loud music on headphones, scoops 
up the can, Parks Guy in it… and dumps it into the truck.

EXT DYLAN'S BACKYARD/CLEAN HQ - SOON

The SLIME RANGERS regroup and Dylan paces as he thinks...

DYLAN
We’ve seen signs of slime from one 
end of town to the other. Clearly 
there’s a whole team of Slimees out 
there...

TRACKER
Beg to differ, but Stan’s intel 
clearly stated that only one alien 
slipped past satellite defenses...

DYLAN
realizes this is true, “covers” 
Er, yeah... like I said, it looks 
like a whole team, but my instincts 
tell me it’s just one.

AMBER
Nice save. 

DYLAN
(Shrugs) It’s a gift. (Back to
business) But how could one Slimee
affect so much of the town in such
a short time? Every fountain,
every sink and toilet...
(thinks, a beat)
Of course! They all draw on the
same water source! (narrows eyes)
Slime Rangers ... suit up!

WIPE TO: They've all suited up in jerry-rigged gear and 
weaponry (Silly things: bike helmets, golf clubs, safety 
goggles...)...as WE PUSH IN ON Dylan, who proclaims:

DYLAN (CONT’D)
To the reservoir!
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Dylan starts to charge past camera, as we hear <HEROIC 
MUSIC.> But then, a quick stop, as Amber sardonically points 
out: 

AMBER 
Uh, fearless leader? The town 
doesn't have a reservoir… We get
our water from--

DYLAN
(Quickly) Oh. Right.

He glances OS and up... as we PIVOT CAMERA 180 degrees to... 
THE HUGE WATER TOWER - dramatically towering over the town.

DYLAN (OS) (CONT’D)
To the water tower!

EXT. WATER TOWER - SOON

The team is gathered around the base. We see fumes wafting up 
from the top of the Tower.

DYLAN
Okay team. Here’s the plan: We
drain the water tower. Why? To
attract the attention of the Slimee
and draw him back here, where we 
can attack, deslime him and
send him packing.

Ricky and Amber both nod crisply, Tracker seems less 
enthused. Dylan walks in front of them like Bill Murray 
trying to buck up his team of soldiers in “Stripes”

DYLAN (CONT’D)
Now before we go in, listen up.
There's no telling what awaits us
up there. But it's going to be
stinky, it's going to be slimy...
And anybody not up for this
mission can leave now and no one
will think the less of you.

Tracker starts to head off, shrugging.

TRACKER
Well, in that case...

They all get up beside him, pointing and ridiculing.
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DYLAN/RICKY/AMBER
Coward./Traitor./Bad robot 
armadillo. 

TRACKER
What happened to ‘no one will think
the less of you?’ (beat) SIGH. Oh
fine. I’m in.

Just then the trash truck, riven by the Surfer Dude barrels 
past, as we hear, from inside, an echoey, muffled voice.

PARKS GUY (VO)
Help someone! I've been captured by
Slime Rangers. Don't let them probe 
me…!

Dylan and his team look at the truck a beat, shrug, then head 
for the tower’s metal exterior ladder.

EXT. THE TOP OF TOWER - SECONDS LATER

The team, climbing up the ladder, “summit” the tower, then 
peer down into it. (Maybe need to open a door/latch on top?)

FROM INSIDE - stinky fumes waft up. They all react repulsed.

DYLAN
Well, the Slimee was here, 
that's for sure.

Ricky, in cheesy 3-D glasses, peers down and sees something. 

RICKY
Not was. IS!

AMBER
(Rolls eyes) Every time. And always
wrong.

But they hear <SPLASHING> and a rub-a-dub-dub song. And 
indeed the SLIMEE (the Barfagaggian) IS there… He’s a small 
creature, a blob on the water, floating around, using a brush 
to scrub himself, revelling in stinky putrid scum.

BARFAGAGGIAN ALIEN
(Sing song) “Rub-a-dub-dub, lovely
sludge in a tub. Slimy and phlegmy
and plenty of goo, rub a dub dub,
a fabulous time.”
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DYLAN
(sotto)He's small, we can take him. 

AMBER
(sotto) How? 

DYLAN
(pulls out rope)

We rappel!

TRACKER
(holding his nose)

Again, unfortunate choice of words.

INT. WATER TOWER - SECONDS LATER

The 3 kids rappel down inner walls of the tower with ropes 
fastened to the top of the tower, Dylan wielding a butterfly 
net to nab the alien. But it turns out that the blob is just 
the tip of the slimeberg, as the Slimee spots them.

BARFAGAGGIAN ALIEN
Well, what have we here? Let’s
make it a pool party!

...his small form is actually the hub of a creature with 
massive long tentacles, (think: octopus, small blob torso, 
long tentacles) which whip out from the water... Amber tries  
her Kung-Fu skills vs a tentacle, to not much effect, and  
gets grabbed off her rappel line and whipped about.

AMBER
Hee-ya! Feel the power of my Dragon- 
Punch! (gets grabbed) Whooooaaa.... 

Ricky gets grabbed by another tentacle even as Dylan calls:

DYLAN
Retreat!

AMBER
(as she’s whipped around)

Yeah, easy for you to say.

Dylan tosses a rope to them -

DYLAN
Grab on.

Ricky and Amber both grab the end of the rope as Dylan calls 
to Tracker, who is a several yards above Dylan, clinging 
“magnetically” to the metal tower wall....
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DYLAN (CONT’D)
Pulley maneuver.

Dylan, holding the other end of the rope, tosses the slack 
middle of the rope up and Tracker catches it in his mouth...

Dylan then uses the “pulley” (i.e. the armadillo’s mouth) and 
pulls down on one end of the rope.... so that Amber and 
Ricky, both holding onto the other end, are pulled free of 
the tentacles.

DYLAN (CONT’D)
Dog sled maneuver. Mush!

Tracker then heads up the wall towards the top, with Dylan 
pulled upwards by one end of the rope, Amber and Ricky by the 
other end; Tracker like a dog pulling a sled, vertically.

TRACKER
(muffled, rope in mouth)

Mush. So humiliating.

As they rise above the reach of the alien’s tentacles... he 
halfheartedly tries to snag them again... but can’t.  

BARFAGAGGIAN ALIEN
(Shrugs) Oh, well. <optional:
Better slime next time.>

An EYEBALL-CAM pops up out of the water to watch, but it’s 
got filmy goo over its lens. Tiny ‘windshield wipers’ pop out 
to wipe it clear. <SCREEE.... SCREEE>

INT. SLIMEE HQ - SPACE

Skidd McLord watches the monitor image of the alien and 
scowls. He addresses the alien who can hear him thru the 
eyeball cam.

SKIDD MCLORD
You let them get away?! Your 
orders are to "slime and destroy."

BARFAGAGGIAN ALIEN
(On monitor) Relax Skidd McLord, 
I’ve got it handled. First I taint 
the rest of the water supply, then 
I slime up everything else in town, 
including those annoying Slime 
Rangers.
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SKIDD MCLORD
(Brightly) Oh, okay then, fine and
dandy. I like that you're taking
matters into your own tentacles.
Shows initiative.
(Hisses to lieutenants)
I hate initiative. Remind me to
have him ground up into slimeballs
once we invade.

EXT. WATER TOWER AREA - SAME TIME

The Slime Rangers are now down on the ground, as Dylan paces.

DYLAN
Clearly, to defeat this alien we’re
going to need a plan.

Amber rubbing her shoulder.

AMBER
Clearly I need to steer clear of 
those tentacles. Majorly strained 
my rotator cuff...

DYLAN
That's it! Strained.

(off their puzzled looks)
The Slimee. We strain him!

MONTAGE - The kids gather various stuff: colanders, tennis 
rackets, mini-trampoline, panty hose, pool cleaner nets… put 
them all in a pile by the water tower.

DYLAN (CONT’D)
(nods at the pile)

Perfect. Got the heavy artillery?

Ricky nods and pulls out a bowling ball from a bag.

RICKY
Hope it’s not dad’s league night.

CUT TO: Ricky and Amber have the bowling ball in a huge jerry- 
rigged slingshot, made from tied-together pantyhose slung 
between 2 trees. They pull it back till it’s taut. Dylan 
looks from slingshot to Tower, seeing that it’s aimed right.

DYLAN
(Nods) Let ‘er rip!
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WIDE - They fire the bowling ball.... ADJUST ANGLE - as the 
ball punctures the huge water tank atop the tower- <CRUNCH!>

ANGLE -the slimy water and surprised Barfagaggian come 
torrenting out... down into a Rube Goldberg device made up of 
the various straining items. (nets, trampoline, colanders, 
etc.) The device captures and strains out all the detritus, 
even as... clear liquid pours out a spout... then into a 
pail, which the Slime Rangers then slap a lid on.

TRACKER
The not-so-sweet smell of victory.

The Rangers react surprised as the pail starts to shake... as 
if some alien is trying to break out.

INT. CLEAN HQ - SOON

MATCHING SHOT of the pail, as we WIDEN to see the team, in 
their HQ gathered around it.

AMBER
Interrogation time.

Dylan opens the pail and the liquid rises up and becomes an 
amorphous watery, see-thru creature… Kind of cute.

Amber and Ricky turn on flashlights, ala the 3rd degree.

DYLAN
Okay what’s the big plan? Spill it.

TRACKER
(Re: a puddle) A bit late for that.

Amber moves the flashlight closer, so it’s more blinding.

AMBER
Leave it to me, I’ll have him
singing like a canary.

H20
(Confused, shy) Um..alright.
(Sings) “How dry I am...”

DYLAN
Cute, but you know what we want.
Tell us about the operation... the
coming attack of the other Slimees?
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H20
(Truly confused) Is... that what I
am? A Slimee? I don’t recall
much. Of anything really. Have we 
met? Do you know my name?

Amber takes Dylan aside, sottos.

AMBER
Dylan, this guy doesn’t seem like 
he has an evil bone in his body. Or
any other kind. He seems... sweet. 

Tracker joins them, consulting his PDA gizmo/scanner.

TRACKER
My scanner detects no trace of
Barfagaggian in him. It seems we’ve
purified him. He’s pure H20.

H20
(Leans in) I am? H...two...oh.
(Smiles) That’s a nice name.

Dylan smiles back, then has a realization --

DYLAN
Glad you like it. It’s the
molecular make-up of the water
molec-
(Turns to the others)
--Wait, if H20 is purified and
good, what about the slime we
strained out of him…?

That's when a waft of unbelievable stink hits. They look out 
the HQ window and see the stink wafting in from the distance.

RICKY
It’s coming from the city dump!

EXT. STREETS OF TOWN - SOON

The team, including H2O, inside a bucket strapped to Dylan's 
fender, race through town on their bikes. We see CITIZENS 
overwhelmed by wafting fumes trying to flee town, by foot, by 
car. Fender benders and clogged streets abound… Panic!  
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CITIZENS
<ad lib panic and nauseated 
WALLAS:The Stink!/I’m gonna 
hurl!/Worse than my wife’s 
meatloaf!  

PAN TO AN EYEBALL-CAM in a tree watching this.

INT. SLIME HQ - SAME TIME

Skidd McLord is watching on a monitor, loving it: SHOTS OF 
nauseated, panicked citizens and wafting fumes.

SKIDD MCLORD
Panic sets in. Stage one of 
slimification… how un-sweet it is!

EXT. CITY DUMP - CONT.

The Slimee is now much much larger, a hulking lump of 
detritus, consuming and bulking up on rotting garbage and 
debris from the dump, his voice now deeper and more booming.

BARFAGAGGIAN ALIEN 
Garbage, rotten trash, rancid egg 
salad -- a veritable buffet of 
slimeyiness! <ALT all the basic 
food  groups>

The Garbage Truck, driven by the oblivious surfer dude drives 
in, dumps its trash, then heads off. HOLD ON TRASH PILE -it 
shifts and moves, then Parks Guy pokes his head up, relieved.

PARKS GUY
I’m safe... the Slime Rangers let 
me go. Wait... I’m in a trash 
yard... Maybe they’re not done with 
me yet....

Just then he sees: the kids arriving on their bikes.

PARKS GUY (CONT’D)
You... Slimees! I should have known
you were behind my capture. Okay 
where is your mothership? Here?!

During his dialog, the kids look up at something coming in 
from behind him, and then Parks Guy, along with other trash, 
gets scooped up and ingested by the creature.
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PARKS GUY (ON/OS) (CONT’D)
Noooooo....

BARFAGAGGIAN ALIEN
Tasty. (then to the kids) You. 
Slime Rangers. I owe you a big 
thank  you... for straining me down 
to my most vile and toxic essence. 
You know I had planned on 
destroying your town but I’ve 
changed my mind. 

The Rangers look surprised and relieved.

DYLAN
Really?

BARFAGAGGIAN ALIEN
Yes. Thanks to my new and improved
strength and size... I can now
destroy much more than your
town... I can slimitize your entire
minty-fresh, deodorized world and
turn it into a putrid wasteland!

AMBER 
(False bravado) He’s bluffing.

The hulking alien smirks and loose with a huge exhale of 
stinky garbage.... that blasts the kids several yards back 
into a trash heap.

SLIME RANGER/AMBER 
Whooaaaaaa <impact GRUNTS>/(dazed)
Okay. Not bluffing.

When they get their bearings they see… The Slimee has quickly 
cobbled together a huge Drill-like device (that resembles a 
weapon) from cast off trash and old machinery…

TRACKER
Oh dear. He’s going to blast us
with that... thing.

The kids hunker down in fear, but then hear a WHIRRING 
PNEUMATIC DRILL sound. They peek and the Slimee is aiming the 
huge drill downward, into the ground.....

DYLAN
What’s he doing?
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Amber checks a screen on a handheld device that shows a 
geological map, with a cross-section of different strata of 
the earth, and what lies below.... vast expanse of water.

AMBER
He's going to drill down into an 
aquifer! If he succeeds, he can
slimitize the entire world's water
supply!

Dylan feels bad, shakes his head.

DYLAN
Our plan, my plan, backfired.
Straining him down to his evil
essence made him way more powerful.

H20
(Sheepish) So... it’s really my 
fault. If I was still part of him
he wouldn’t have all that power. 
(gets an idea) Maybe if you put me
back in him, it'll weaken him?

DYLAN 
(Shakes head) 
No way, H20. Too risky. You’re our
pal.

The others nod in agreement, except for Tracker.

TRACKER
Granted I’m a robot and therefore
not very emotional about
relationships and that sort of
thing, but what H20 suggests may be
our best, if not only, chance.

The team look at each other. They clearly don’t want to do 
it. H20 decides to take matters into his own "hands" and 
jumps/oozes into Dylan's Super Soaker, then says:

H2O
Well come on, Dylan, do it. I can't
fire it myself.

Dylan reluctantly nods and picks up the soaker.

DYLAN
For the sake of the planet Earth, I
guess we have to try. (resolute) 
Guys, here’s what I need you to do.
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SECONDS LATER - Tracker runs out and “barks” and taunts...

TRACKER
Hey... stinky. Woof! I’ve sniffed 
hydrants better-smelling than you.

...getting the alien to stop drilling and drawing him into an 
open space.

THEN, Dylan appears atop a mound of trash, like Rambo, aiming 
the "H20"-filled Soaker and lets loose with a watery blast. 
REVERSE ANGLE -The alien is surprised & reels back, disgusted 
and slightly weakened by the pure water he’s doused by... 

BARFAGAGGIAN ALIEN
Ugh... clean water... the horror...

AMBER (OS) 
(Cries out) Now!

Amber, operating a wrecking ball and Ricky in a tractor both 
race in and <SMASH> into the alien, sending slime detritus 
flying everywhere…

...and causing Parks Guy to be hurled out of the alien.. to 
land in a big pile of trash... dazed and dripping with gunk.

PARKS GUY
Waaaaaaa...ooomph. (Feels something 
under him) I... think I’ve been 
probed. 

...we see there’s an old umbrella under his butt.

Dylan and the Team, bearing little shovels, ladles, turkey 
basters, etc. quickly head for the scattered Slimee slime...

DYLAN
Slime Rangers, clean up on aisle 

7!
...and start to gather the scattered, splattered detritus of 
the Barfagaggian into jars and containers.

SOON, We see the Slime detritus is in various covered jars 
and paint cans and plastic bread bags, etc. Unmoving and 
“dead”. PULL BACK to Dylan, as he looks it all over, nods 
approvingly. He’s on his bike, as are the others, ready to 
ride off.

DYLAN (CONT’D)
One Slimee, busted up, bagged
and tagged. Danger averted!
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Pan OVER to Parks Guy, still dazed... as he sees... the Slime 
Rangers riding away on their bikes. He narrows his eyes.

PARKS GUY
I'll get those Slimees if it's the
last thing I do… <sniffs, nauseated
frown> But first, a shower.

INT. SLIME RANGERS HQ - SOON

As they climb into the treehouse, Stan’s head pops in from a 
an opening, perhaps a cabinet. He speaks, then is gone.

STAN
Congratulations, Slime Rangers. A 
stinky job well done!

Dylan plops down, and laments sadly...

DYLAN
We could never have done it without
the sacrifice H2O made.

They all nod, reverently.

AMBER
He was a great guy, and a real
hero. A little wet behind the ears,
maybe, but so much potential.

TRACKER
(Overdramatic)
He was the best friend I ever had.
(Off Amber’s look)
Too much?

Amber nods and gestures with her fingers: yeah, a little bit.

Ricky takes off his wet shirt, he’s got a t-shirt under it.

RICKY
I didn’t realize, my shirt is
soaked.... Must’ve gotten some 
slime spew on me.

TRACKER 
<sniffs> It's not malodorous... 
(does quick scan) It's just water. 
Clean water. H20. 

Dylan gets a hopeful, excited look.
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DYLAN
Then...

Dylan takes Ricky’s shirt and wrings it out. Drops of water 
fall on the ground... but then just sit there in a little  
puddle. Dylan sighs, turns away, sadly deflated...

DYLAN (CONT’D)
I was hoping that H20…..

The droplets start moving together and re-form into H20...

H20
Hoping that I what?

They're thrilled to have him back....

CLEAN TEAM/DYLAN
<Happy WALLAS>/You’re back!

H20
And very glad to be back. (Like a
lost kid) But... now what? Where am 
I going to live? What am I going to
do?

The Slime Rangers exchange looks, smile and nod. Then:

DYLAN
What would you say to joining the
Slime Rangers?

H20
(surprised delight)

Is a puddle wet?

They all try to high-five him, but can only splash thru H20's 
watery hand. But then Amber has a troubling thought:

AMBER
Hey... I just thought of something.
If H20 was able to re-form like
this, what about the slime at the
city dump? What if it can...

CUT TO: CITY DUMP - various containers of gunk start to 
quiver, tip, some pop their lids… as slowly but surely, 
slime oozes out and starts to re-form. An Eyeball-cam sees 
this...
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INT. SLIME HQ - SPACE

MATCHING SHOT on monitor. Skidd McLord watches, cackling 
evilly.

SKIDD MCLORD
It's not over yet Slime Rangers, 
not by a long shot! <his cackle 
turns to choking, to hocking up a 
loogie>

A big disgusting PURPLE LOOGIE flies right AT CAMERA <SPLOT>
filling frame. As it slimes down the screen, we... FADE OUT. 
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